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About This Game

Fortune-499 is a game about money and magic. You play a fortune teller working in the magical resources department of a large
corporation. You engage in day-to-day office activities such as forwarding emails, attending meetings, fighting back hordes of
monsters, and dealing with printer jams. With some tricky magic up your sleeve and your job on the line, it's up to you to build

a future out of the hand you've been dealt.

 Battle monsters by predicting their next move.

 Build a deck of fortunes.

 Uncover a plot both magical and mundane.

 Check your email every morning.
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I love it! It's stylish, with great music, writing, and art. One of the best little games of 2018. I'm sad it didn't get more attention!
I'm going to sing about it from the rooftops!. A very cute game that perhaps gets a bit too difficult with its own mechanics - less
of this game is pure rock paper scissors than you might think; later on in the game understanding the order of your deck is key,
which made it less fun and more strategic to me. Still, great soundtrack, cool aesthetic, and worth playing. Feels almost
Undertale-adjacent in its level of personality.. Cute, thoughtful, immensly entertaining. I would not have thought it would be
possible to make a compelling game around Rock-Paper-Scissors mechanics but they do an impressive job of adding a bunch of
interesting twists. If you liked Begliched, you will like this.
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